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This project is aimed at investigating the relation between the specific cell behaviors and the presentation of FN absorbed at materials 
interface. Moreover, cell migration and drug cytotoxicity assays will aslo be performed at different materials interface.

The early cellular activities that take place at the materials 
interface mimic to a certain extent the natural adhesive  
interaction of cells with the extracellular matrix (ECM).  It is well 
recognised that in biology, the interaction between living cells 
and external materials based on the absorbed layer of proteins 
such as fibronectin (FN). FN is a main fibrillar glycoprotein of the 
ECM where its role is to attach living cells to a variety of 
extracellular matrices.  Several studies has stressed that surface 
chemistry has effect on the presentation of FN absorbed. 
Through manipulating the nature of the surface chemistry, it is 
able to study specific cell behaviors related to the presentation of 
FN at the material interface.
Cell migration is a process in developing and maintaining 
multicellular organisms.The movement of cells is in response to 
a variety of specific signals. Several studies has demonstrated 
that integrins are implicated in cellular migrations in many 
situations. 
Docetaxel is a chemotherapy drug which is aimed to destroy 
cancer cells. In fact, the anti-cancer drugs are also called 
cytotoxic drugs. The side effects of these drugs definitely cannot 
be ignored and it is necessary to evaluate the quality of the drug.
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The absence of RGD 
domain(FN III10) results in 
reduced attachment points for 
actin filaments on PEA, PMA 
and GLASS surfaces. The 
availability of synergy domain 
(FNIII9) determines different cell 
behaviors because of different 
presentation of FN absorbed at 
the material interfaces.
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 Immunostaining of FN adsorbed onto different surfaces of 
substrates lead to different conformations of protein at the 
microscale; PEA surface induces the dense formation of FN 
networks, while globular conformations of FN appear on the 
surface of PMA ....

Figure1
Characterisa
tion of FN 
adsorption 
on the 
different 
substrates 
surfaces 
(scale 
bar:50um)
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The enhanced signaling obtained from the substrate-assembled 
FN networks than globular conformation of FN. The cell-material 
interaction is stronger on the network formation of FN adsorbed 
at the foreign material interface.     

Figure3 Cell behaviors with blocking 
RGD or/and synergy domains of FN 
(20ug/mL) for 2 hours (scale 
bar:20um). 
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It is supposed that the cell migration is inhibited in a glutinous 
surrounding. Hence, cells move more quickly on a smooth 
surface. For PEA and PMA surfaces, cell-material interaction is 
considered stronger on FN coated surfaces of PEA. Hence, 
cells receive stronger signals on PEA surface that drive them to 
migrate.

Figure4 The migration characteristics of cells on different substrates interfaces 
(scale bar:50um). Drug cytotoxic analysisDrug cytotoxic analysisDrug cytotoxic analysisDrug cytotoxic analysis
The half maximal inhibitory concentration(IC 50) of DOCETAXEL 
Taxotere® on DU145 cells is 11.4345nM.
For FN coated surface of GLASS,IC 50=8.07nM;
For FN coated surface of PMA 4%, IC50=20.21nM;
For FN coated surface of PMA 6%, IC50=28.80nM.

Figure2 Cell behavior and focal adhesion quantification after 2 hours on FN 
(20ug/mL) absorbed surfaces (scale bar:50um).
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Figure5 Drug cytotoxicity assay on 
DU145 cells(unit:nM)

Figure6 Drug cytotoxicity assay at 
different materials interface (unit:nM)

 Conclusion Conclusion Conclusion Conclusion
FN conformation is triggered by different material interfaces, hence, 
certain cell behaviors differ depending on the surfaces of  different 
materials. Understanding the relation between material-based 
modulation of FN and specific cell behaviors contributes to the 
development of biomedical researches.
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